Actocardiographic Analysis of Fetal Hypoxia Detected by the Bradycardia, Loss of Fetal Heart Rate Acceleration, and Long Term Variability
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Abstract

Aims: To clarify the mechanism of hypoxic Fetal Heart Rate (FHR) by the actocardiogram.

Methods: Hypoxic rabbit heart rate and PaO2 were studied. Long Term FHR Variability (LTV) was studied in physiologic sinusoidal FHR and anencephalic fetus, the acceleration in hypoxia, and by its electronic simulation and adult heart rate.

Results: Anencephalic neonatal bradycardia was caused by the excitation of remained medulla oblongata. Rabbit’s bradycardia was parallel to PaO2, bunder 50 mm Hg, which disappeared after urethane anesthesia. Human fetal bradycardia was caused by the hypoxia, because fetal PaO2 is less than 50 mm Hg. FHR acceleration was evoked in the midbrain by the large fetal movement bursts, and minor movements evoked LTV. Physiological sinusoidal FHR was a particular form of LTV. Triangular acceleration was simulated by the electronic integral circuit, and by the triangular heart rate in adult exercises. Fetal outcome was correlated to the acceleration duration. Hypoxia damaged fetal brain in nonreactive FHR, loosing acceleration, and advanced hypoxia further damaged brain a few days after the loss of acceleration, showing the loss of LTV and bradycardia. The loss of LTV which was confirmed by the frequency power spectrum was rare, but its brain damage was as severe as the apnea of anencephalic neonate, which lost cerebral respiratory center.

Conclusion: Hypoxic bradycardia was evoked by the excited medulla oblongata in the decreased PaO2, which was lower than 50 mm Hg. The hypoxia damaged fetus in fetal bradycardia, the losses of acceleration and LTV, in relation to fetal movements.
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Background

Actocardiogram records fetal heart rate, fetal movement and uterine contraction, simultaneously with single ultrasonic Doppler probe, and invented by Maeda [1]. Since the fetus in utero was unable to see, the fetal cardiotocogram (CTG) monitored intrapartum Fetal Heart Rate (FHR), with fetal ECG detected by fetal scalp Needle electrode, and external monitor with ultrasonic Doppler fetal heart signal at maternal abdomen, for the external monitoring to enable the test, even in pregnancy. Perinatal deaths, neonatal asphyxia and neurological sequela were reduced by the fetal monitoring, and fetal heart rate acceleration were in controversy in their origin and the mechanism of their disappearance, thus we intended to study the ACG by the added information of fetal movement.

Materials and Methods

Initial prototype actocardiograph was hand-made by K Maeda. Basic functions of actocardiogram was clarified. Recorded actocardiograms in 1984 to 2010 were clinically studied. Four fetal behaviors were classified by the actocardiograms. Five numeric actocardiographic parameters were evaluated. Fetal outcomes were studied with actocardiograms of central nervous system lesion and common fetal disorders. The relation of hypoxic rabbit heart rate and PaO2 were studied. Long Term FHR Variability (LTV) and FHR accelerations were studied in physiologic sinusoidal FHR, hypoxic fetuses and anencephalic fetus. The LTV was compared to irregular minor fetal movements. FHR acceleration was compared to electronic simulation and the heart rate change in adult movements.

Figure 1: Three actocardiograms. (A) Normal active fetal state, (B) normal fetal resting state, (C) Abnormal non-reactive FHR with the loss of acceleration.
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Fetal heart rate decrease (bradycardia) will indicate the presence of hypoxia because the PaO2 was lower than 50 mm Hg in umbilical arterial blood, in almost all of human fetuses [3,4].

What is the role of bradycardia in hypoxia? The anencephalic neonate lost most of cortical brain and remained brain stem, that meant the fetus was apnea because of the lack of respiratory center, thus fell into severe hypoxia due to low PaO2 after birth. Remained brain stem of anencephalic neonate still preserved medulla oblongata constructed of para-sympathetic nerve center. The autonomic nerve center may excite against the hypoxia, suppressing heart beats and producing bradycardia. This vagal center excitation was confirmed by the infusion of oxygenated blood into the anencephalic neonatal vein, to sedate the vagal center and recover the bradycardia to normal heart rate [5]. The experimental rabbit hypoxia did not produce bradycardia after the urethane anesthesia, which might be caused by the paralysis of rabbit medulla oblongata, where vagal nerve center did not excite and heart rate failed to decrease [2]. The vagal center may reduce hypoxic damages by its excitation to produce bradycardia in human fetus [6-8]. Thus, the bradycardia is diagnosed as the sign of hypoxia in fetal monitoring. There is continuous bradycardia, as well as transient bradycardia in late deceleration, severe variable and prolonged deceleration in fetal hypoxia.

Loss of LTV in fetal hypoxia

Long term FHR baseline variability (LTV) disappeared and the FHR baseline changes to a flat line in advanced hypoxia and anencephalic fetus (Figure 3 and 4).

Developing mechanism of Long Term Variability (LTV) of FHR

The FHR in figure 5 is physiologic sinusoidal fetal FHR, i.e. sine wave like FHR changes are repeated against sine wave-like periodic fetal respiratory movements, separating the tracing from ominous sinusoidal FHR [9]. Sine wave like FHR is evoked by small fetal periodic respiratory movements. The FHR change delayed for 7 seconds to fetal movement in the cross correlation of FHR and fetal movement [10]. The figure shows a particular case of LTV which is evoked by fetal periodic respiratory movements, though it has been told that LTV is formed by the competition of sympathetic and parasympathetic nerves. LTV is provoked by minor fetal movements, while acceleration develops by large fetal movement burst in the same variability developing center.

Study Design

Experimental rabbit hypoxia and bradycardia in the PaO2 less than 50 mm Hg [2] was analysed. FHR of anencephalic fetus, the bradycardia of anencephalic neonate, physiological sinusoidal FHR associated with periodic fetal respiratory movements, augmented LTV and fetal movements in resting and active fetal states, frequency spectral analysis of FHR baseline, electronic simulation of the changing fetal movement burst into triangular FHR acceleration, in signal delaying integral circuit, and adult heart rate curve in the exercise, were studied to solve various doubts in FHR in hypoxia.

Results

Fetal bradycardia

FHR decreases and forms bradycardia when the fetus is affected by hypoxia, while adults show no heart rate change in reduced oxygen, Umezawa [2] studied adult rabbit heart rate in hypoxia produced by the nitrous gas inhalation. The heart rate showed no change when the PaO2 was above 50 mm Hg, while the heart rate decreased parallel to the lowering PaO2, if the PaO2 was under 50 mm Hg (Table 1, figure 2).

Fetal heart rate decrease (bradycardia) will indicate the presence of hypoxia because the PaO2 was lower than 50 mm Hg in umbilical arterial blood, in almost all of human fetuses [3,4].

What is the role of bradycardia in hypoxia? The anencephalic neonate lost most of cortical brain and remained brain stem, that meant the fetus was apnea because of the lack of respiratory center, thus fell into severe hypoxia due to low PaO2 after birth. Remained brain stem of anencephalic neonate still preserved medulla oblongata constructed of para-sympathetic nerve center. The autonomic nerve center may excite against the hypoxia, suppressing heart beats and producing bradycardia. This vagal center excitation was confirmed by the infusion of oxygenated blood into the anencephalic neonatal vein, to sedate the vagal center and recover the bradycardia to normal heart rate [5]. The experimental rabbit hypoxia did not produce bradycardia after the urethane anesthesia, which might be caused by the paralysis of rabbit medulla oblongata, where vagal nerve center did not excite and heart rate failed to decrease [2]. The vagal center may reduce hypoxic damages by its excitation to produce bradycardia in human fetus [6-8]. Thus, the bradycardia is diagnosed as the sign of hypoxia in fetal monitoring. There is continuous bradycardia, as well as transient bradycardia in late deceleration, severe variable and prolonged deceleration in fetal hypoxia.

Loss of LTV in fetal hypoxia

Long term FHR baseline variability (LTV) disappeared and the FHR baseline changes to a flat line in advanced hypoxia and anencephalic fetus (Figure 3 and 4).

Developing mechanism of Long Term Variability (LTV) of FHR

The FHR in figure 5 is physiologic sinusoidal fetal FHR, i.e. sine wave like FHR changes are repeated against sine wave-like periodic fetal respiratory movements, separating the tracing from ominous sinusoidal FHR [9]. Sine wave like FHR is evoked by small fetal periodic respiratory movements. The FHR change delayed for 7 seconds to fetal movement in the cross correlation of FHR and fetal movement [10]. The figure shows a particular case of LTV which is evoked by fetal periodic respiratory movements, though it has been told that LTV is formed by the competition of sympathetic and parasympathetic nerves. LTV is provoked by minor fetal movements, while acceleration develops by large fetal movement burst in the same variability developing center.
The LTV will be lost in advanced hypoxia as shown in figure 3. FHR acceleration was lost in non-reactive FHR, but the LTV is preserved (Figure 1C), before the loss of LTV and the appearance of bradycardia, a few days after the onset of non-reactive FHR. Therefore, the loss of LTV will be advanced sign of hypoxia because the loss of LTV is the same as the anencephalic FHR, of which neonate showed apnea due to the lack of respiratory center, and therefore the brain of anemic Apgar 3 neonate after the loss of fetal LTV would be severely damaged, and may have neurological sequelae. The loss of LTV is, however, rare among clinical hypoxic cases in our experience, because the cases are usually treated by cesarean section, before severe brain damage at present.

Where will be located the center of LTV formation? It will be estimated that the LTV center is the same center of FHR acceleration where minor fetal movement produces LTV, while large movement burst may provoke large acceleration. The location of LTV developing center will be discussed in the chapter of FHR acceleration.

**Loss of FHR acceleration in fetal hypoxia**

Transient FHR rise with the duration >15 seconds and amplitude >15 bpm in triangular shape, is the acceleration which synchronized to fetal movement burst (Figure 1A). Since fetal movement burst provokes FHR acceleration, the developmental mechanism will be the same as the LTV, of which center will be located in the brain, because the anencephalic fetus who lost major part of brain did not produce acceleration against fetal movement burst (Figure 4). Terao et al. [4] reported that the center of acceleration was located in the midbrain, in his studies on FHR of anencephalic fetus.

The damage or paralysis of fetal brain will cause the loss of acceleration in the cases of non-reactive FHR, where no acceleration was noted against fetal movement burst. Since the loss of LTV usually accompanies the loss of acceleration, the center of the development of acceleration will be the same as the LTV, i.e. it will be located in the brain, maybe in the midbrain.

**Hypoxic brain damage in the loss of LTV**

That will be the reason that the loss of LTV frequently accompanies no acceleration in hypoxic suppression, or paralysis of the variability producing center as the part of brain damage in fetal hypoxia, because the phenomena are the same as the lack of LTV and acceleration in the anencephalic FHR, who lost the major part of brain (Figure 4).

The physiological sinusoidal FHR will be a particular case of LTV, i.e. irregular minor fetal movements will provoke irregular LTV (Figure 6), while regular fetal movements provoked regular FHR changes (Figure 5), under the same developmental mechanism. Actually, the FHR baseline LTV tracings were similar to the minor and irregular fetal movements in actocardiogram (Figure 6). The LTV would be formed by minor and irregular fetal movements in fetal brain, because no LTV was recorded in anencephalic fetus, who lost the major part of brain (Figure 4).
The shape of acceleration is commonly triangular, despite the movement burst is not always triangular, but it takes various shapes (Figure 1A). We intended to show the mechanism of triangular shape by the delay of FHR for 7 seconds to the movement burst in the acceleration, provoked by the movement. An electronic simulation was tried, managing the burst signals inserting 7 seconds delay circuit (integral circuit with the time constant of 7 seconds), then the input and output of the delay system were compared. The output of the delay system was triangle wave, when the input is the cluster of waves (Figure 7). Fetal movement burst may change to triangular acceleration by passing through the FHR delay system.

Also, we tried to study adult heart rate increase in the continuous leg motion for about 1 minute. The leg motion took nearly square form, but the heart rate increases were invariably triangular waves (Figure 8). The same acceleration developing center as the adult will be located in the brain but not in the cortex, as it will contribute further precise diagnosis of fetal hypoxia.

Fetal outcome prediction by the acceleration

As mentioned before, the loss of acceleration is non-reactive FHR in fetal monitoring, and it is the sign of fetal hypoxia, followed by non-reassuring fetal status [11]. Maeda et al. [12] expected that the medium reduction of FHR acceleration would show the change of fetal outcome from the experience in the central nervous system lesion cases, where the ranking with the FHR acceleration was the same as the behavioral ranking [11]. The duration of the acceleration, standardized by the duration of movement burst was studied with fetal outcome. Actually the sum of acceleration duration in a study period is divided by the sum of fetal movement burst duration, and then the A/B ratio was obtained and compared to fetal outcome. Since the A/B ratios did not significantly differ among active, intermediate and highly active states, the ratio was considered appropriate to study the relation to fetal outcome.

The correlation of A/B ratio to the short term outcome, including 1 and 5 minutes Apgar scores and numerized long term outcome were studied. The A/B ratio of 20 cases of fetal disorders, closely correlated to the Apgar scores and numerized outcome, thus the detailed outcome will be predicted by the A/B ratio (Figure 9) [12].

Comments

As oxygen is supplied to the fetus from maternal arterial blood via placenta, fetal PaO₂ is lower than 50 mm Hg and lower than adult, thus a fetus tends to be hypoxic in various occasion.

Severe fetal hypoxia damages fetal organs including the brain, heart, kidney, peripheral vessels, particularly damages the function of brain cortex and white matter, while medulla oblongata excites by the low PaO₂, as discussed before. As the result, neonatal motion, reflex, inspiration and circulation are suppressed in the neonatal asphyxia, which damages neonatal outcome. Hypoxic brain damage results into Hypoxic-Ischemic Encephalopathy (HIE) and Periventricular Leukomalasia (PVH), frequently followed by the cerebral palsy. Fetal heart rate monitoring detects fetal hypoxia in its early stage, and the rapid delivery prevents the severe hypoxia followed by various sequelae, i.e. severe neonatal asphyxia almost disappeared, perinatal mortality reduced to 1/3 of simultaneous control of no fetal monitoring [13], and cerebral palsy reduced to 1/3 of historical control [14], after the introduction of fetal monitoring. Neonatal asphyxia, perinatal mortality and cerebral palsy were reduced significantly after full intrapartum monitoring in all births in a general hospital [15,16]. The actocardiogram reduced false positive FHR changes to further precisely confirm ominous hypoxia.

Fetal bradycardia has been a marker of hypoxia as stated before, where sudden continuous bradycardia below 80 bpm, late deceleration with the loss of LTV, severe variable deceleration, and prolonged deceleration are the sign of hypoxia, and indicators for the rapid delivery. Controversy developing and disappearing mechanisms of FHR LTV and acceleration were clarified in this article, to further contribute to the correct diagnosis of fetal hypoxia in non-reassuring fetal status.

Conclusion

The bradycardia developed if the PaO₂ decreased in the situation of PaO₂ below 50 mm Hg, thus fetal bradycardia was diagnosed as hypoxia. Continuous 80 or less bpm bradycardia after acute FHR fall indicated immediate C-section to prevent neurological damages. The Loss of Baseline Variability (LTV) and the loss of acceleration were the sign of fetal hypoxia, where minor movement causes LTV and large movement burst provokes acceleration. The unique triangular shape of accelerations may be related to the presence of FHR delay system to fetal movement. The studies on the LTV and acceleration in FHR will contribute further precise diagnosis of fetal hypoxia.
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